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web adjective us ˈprɑː fɪ t ə b ə l uk ˈprɒf ɪ tə b ə l add to word list b2 making or likely to make a profit over the years it has
developed into a highly profitable business web the meaning of profitable is affording profits yielding advantageous returns or results how
to use profitable in a sentence web synonyms for profitable lucrative worthwhile economic beneficial remunerative gainful paying
moneymaking antonyms of profitable unprofitable unfavorable web adjective these are words and phrases related to profitable click on any
word or phrase to go to its thesaurus page or go to the definition of profitable selling that piece of web ˈprɒfɪtəbl ˈprɑːfɪtəbl that
makes or is likely to make money a highly profitable business a profitable investment it is usually more profitable to sell direct to the
public web profitable definition yielding profit remunerative see examples of profitable used in a sentence web aug 24 2023   profitability
focuses on a company s ability to generate profits from its existing business operations it is measured by metrics like profit margin
return on web profitable started out as a word to describe anything useful but it hooked up with finance in the mid 1700s profits are
measured in money earned beyond expenses so profitable web 15 hours ago   1 adjective a profitable organization or practice makes a profit
improved transport turned agriculture into a highly profitable business it was profitable for them web what is another word for profitable
need synonyms for profitable here s a list of similar words from our thesaurus that you can use instead contexts tending or likely to web
view definitions for profitable profitable adjective as in advantageous money making compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest matches
beneficial commercial web from longman dictionary of contemporary english prof it a ble ˈprɒfətəbəl ˈprɑː adjective producing a profit or a
useful result opp unprofitable the advertising web profitable synonyms 1 292 words and phrases for profitable productive adj utility
beneficial adj advantageous advantageous adj happy beneficial useful adj web jan 27 2020   sustainable is profitable how going green is
great for business growth smu academy insights sustainable is profitable how going green is great for web profitable in thesaurus 1000
synonyms antonyms for profitable synonyms similar meaning view all productive beneficial advantageous useful fruitful gainful web
profitable definition usage examples dictionary com profitable prof i t uh b uhl show ipa see synonyms for profitable on thesaurus com
adjective yielding profit web feb 6 2023   most businesses are for profits that serve their customers by selling a product or service the
business owner earns an income from the profit and may also web noun uncountable to increase profitability profitably ˈprɑfət əbli adverb
to run a business profitably he spent the weekend profitably see profitable in the oxford web profitable meanings synonyms sentences i m
trying to make this a profitable business 419 88 dredging for gold however seems likely to prove very profitable and gold dust web apr 4
2023   1 delta air lines the prize for the most profitable airline in the world goes to none other than delta air lines the atlanta based
megacarrier recorded a net income web 22 hours ago   data from the us survey of earned doctorates show that of all individuals awarded a
phd in 2021 or 2022 6 5 most of whom studied science or engineering web 12 hours ago   cumulative profits of china s industrial firms rose
4 3 to 1 5 trillion yuan 207 0 billion in the first quarter from a year earlier national bureau of statistics nbs web 4 days ago   the
detroit based car company on tuesday reported a 24 rise in first quarter profit driven by solid u s sales of pickup trucks the company s
biggest moneymaker web 13 hours ago   industrial profits at large scale chinese companies declined 3 5 from a year earlier in march
according to data published by the national bureau of statistics on web 1 day ago   alphabet reported a profit of 23 7bn in the first three
months of the year a rise of 57 percent the silicon valley giant also announced its first ever dividend at 0 20 web 3 days ago   profit
fell 55 percent to 1 1 billion from the first quarter of 2023 the company said and revenue fell 9 percent to 21 3 billion a slump in
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earnings was web 3 days ago   first published on wed 24 apr 2024 03 00 edt lloyds banking group has suffered a 28 drop in first quarter
profits amid tough competition for mortgages and web 1 day ago   0 30 southwest airlines said it will limit hiring and suspend operations
at four airports in the u s and mexico following a loss of profits and delays getting planes from
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profitable english meaning cambridge dictionary Mar 26 2024
web adjective us ˈprɑː fɪ t ə b ə l uk ˈprɒf ɪ tə b ə l add to word list b2 making or likely to make a profit over the years it has
developed into a highly profitable business

the 23 most profitable businesses in 2024 nerdwallet Feb 25 2024
web the meaning of profitable is affording profits yielding advantageous returns or results how to use profitable in a sentence

what does profitable mean definition and examples Jan 24 2024
web synonyms for profitable lucrative worthwhile economic beneficial remunerative gainful paying moneymaking antonyms of profitable
unprofitable unfavorable

profitable definition in the cambridge english dictionary Dec 23 2023
web adjective these are words and phrases related to profitable click on any word or phrase to go to its thesaurus page or go to the
definition of profitable selling that piece of

profitable definition meaning merriam webster Nov 22 2023
web ˈprɒfɪtəbl ˈprɑːfɪtəbl that makes or is likely to make money a highly profitable business a profitable investment it is usually more
profitable to sell direct to the public

profitable synonyms 52 similar and opposite words merriam Oct 21 2023
web profitable definition yielding profit remunerative see examples of profitable used in a sentence

profitable 20 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english Sep 20 2023
web aug 24 2023   profitability focuses on a company s ability to generate profits from its existing business operations it is measured by
metrics like profit margin return on
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profitable adjective definition pictures pronunciation and usage Aug 19 2023
web profitable started out as a word to describe anything useful but it hooked up with finance in the mid 1700s profits are measured in
money earned beyond expenses so profitable

profitable definition meaning dictionary com Jul 18 2023
web 15 hours ago   1 adjective a profitable organization or practice makes a profit improved transport turned agriculture into a highly
profitable business it was profitable for them

10 strategies for achieving profitable growth in your business Jun 17 2023
web what is another word for profitable need synonyms for profitable here s a list of similar words from our thesaurus that you can use
instead contexts tending or likely to

profitable definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com May 16 2023
web view definitions for profitable profitable adjective as in advantageous money making compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest
matches beneficial commercial

profitable definition and meaning collins english dictionary Apr 15 2023
web from longman dictionary of contemporary english prof it a ble ˈprɒfətəbəl ˈprɑː adjective producing a profit or a useful result opp
unprofitable the advertising

what is another word for profitable wordhippo Mar 14 2023
web profitable synonyms 1 292 words and phrases for profitable productive adj utility beneficial adj advantageous advantageous adj happy
beneficial useful adj

45 synonyms antonyms for profitable thesaurus com Feb 13 2023
web jan 27 2020   sustainable is profitable how going green is great for business growth smu academy insights sustainable is profitable how
going green is great for
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profitable meaning of profitable in longman dictionary of Jan 12 2023
web profitable in thesaurus 1000 synonyms antonyms for profitable synonyms similar meaning view all productive beneficial advantageous
useful fruitful gainful

profitable synonyms 1 292 words and phrases for profitable Dec 11 2022
web profitable definition usage examples dictionary com profitable prof i t uh b uhl show ipa see synonyms for profitable on thesaurus com
adjective yielding profit

sustainable is profitable how going green is great for business Nov 10 2022
web feb 6 2023   most businesses are for profits that serve their customers by selling a product or service the business owner earns an
income from the profit and may also

profitable in thesaurus 1000 synonyms antonyms for Oct 09 2022
web noun uncountable to increase profitability profitably ˈprɑfət əbli adverb to run a business profitably he spent the weekend profitably
see profitable in the oxford

profitable definition usage examples dictionary com Sep 08 2022
web profitable meanings synonyms sentences i m trying to make this a profitable business 419 88 dredging for gold however seems likely to
prove very profitable and gold dust

nonprofit not for profit for profit organizations explained Aug 07 2022
web apr 4 2023   1 delta air lines the prize for the most profitable airline in the world goes to none other than delta air lines the
atlanta based megacarrier recorded a net income

profitable adjective definition pictures pronunciation and usage Jul 06 2022
web 22 hours ago   data from the us survey of earned doctorates show that of all individuals awarded a phd in 2021 or 2022 6 5 most of whom
studied science or engineering
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examples of profitable in a sentence yourdictionary com Jun 05 2022
web 12 hours ago   cumulative profits of china s industrial firms rose 4 3 to 1 5 trillion yuan 207 0 billion in the first quarter from a
year earlier national bureau of statistics nbs

which are the world s most profitable airlines simple flying May 04 2022
web 4 days ago   the detroit based car company on tuesday reported a 24 rise in first quarter profit driven by solid u s sales of pickup
trucks the company s biggest moneymaker

want to make a difference try working at an environmental non Apr 03 2022
web 13 hours ago   industrial profits at large scale chinese companies declined 3 5 from a year earlier in march according to data
published by the national bureau of statistics on

china q1 industrial profits growth pace stirs doubts about Mar 02 2022
web 1 day ago   alphabet reported a profit of 23 7bn in the first three months of the year a rise of 57 percent the silicon valley giant
also announced its first ever dividend at 0 20

gm reports strong first quarter earnings raises profit outlook Feb 01 2022
web 3 days ago   profit fell 55 percent to 1 1 billion from the first quarter of 2023 the company said and revenue fell 9 percent to 21 3
billion a slump in earnings was

china industrial profits drop as demand from overseas stalls Dec 31 2021
web 3 days ago   first published on wed 24 apr 2024 03 00 edt lloyds banking group has suffered a 28 drop in first quarter profits amid
tough competition for mortgages and

microsoft google post double digit profit rises boosting case for Nov 29 2021
web 1 day ago   0 30 southwest airlines said it will limit hiring and suspend operations at four airports in the u s and mexico following a
loss of profits and delays getting planes from
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tesla s profit fell 55 adding to concerns about its strategy Oct 29 2021

lloyds profits fall as competition for mortgages heats up Sep 27 2021

southwest leaving 4 airports limiting hiring over profit loss usa Aug 27 2021
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